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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Network gateways are key components
to connect smart environments with Internet of Things and to
support Wireless Sensor Network applications. With regard to
the increasing amount of smart devices, communicating with each
other in Home area networks or over the Internet, low cost and
low power devices are desirable. In this paper, we present such a
low cost and low power gateway and system architecture with an
example application in the Smart Home environment to control
smart devices with a mobile application. We show an easy way to
use low cost and low power hardware to expand the existing home
network just with an USB-Stick without any extra power supply.
The gateway we developed needs only 0.3 % of the average power
consumption of the used network router.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the next Internet generation,
which expands the present Internet and machine-to-machine
communication of smart and active devices to a larger global
network of connected devices and sensors. 24 billion devices
are expected in 2020 [1], communicating with each other
and making smart decisions based on huge amounts of data.
For this reason, many research works are in process in the
IoT field. The IoT consists of different sectors like home
automation systems, health applications, logistic applications,
warehousing, industrial production, smart grid and many other
sectors. The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology
and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are key technologies
and wide-spread in the IoT sectors to collect sensor data
and control and connect devices to the Internet [1]. WSNs
are used for many applications. In health care sector, they
can be used to analyze the sleep of people which have an
infrequent breathing during sleep, for fall detection systems or
a better and faster diagnostic through doctors. In the agriculture
industry, WSNs can help to increase the harvest by tracking
moisture, nutrients, lightning and temperature values. Energy
monitoring, weather monitoring and use cases in the industry
are only a few application areas. In [2], the authors give a
detailed review of the named application areas. An example
work for an agriculture industry use case is presented in
[3] and in [4], an application in the Smart Home area is
presented, which combines the RFID and WSN technologies.
WSNs consist of many nodes, which track data from sensors
and transmit them to a gateway. The gateway collects data
from all sensors and often visualizes and analyzes them. In
the IoT the gateway is a key component, which connects
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the WSNs to the Internet and therefore, the use cases named
above were taken to the next level. The amount of nodes in
WSNs and the expected amount of devices in the IoT are
one of the reasons for developing low cost and low power
devices in this environment. Another reason is the transition
in energy policies, especially in Europe. The increasing power
demand and the transition from conventional to renewable
energy sources have an impact on the stability of the power
grid [5]. Low power IoT gateways can support Smart Grid
applications to stabilize the power grid or to analyze smart
environments. For example, they can be used as gateways for
collecting energy values in a low voltage grid as described in
[6] or for monitoring data from energy analyzers in a small
smart grid scenario as presented in [7]. Additionally, low power
devices contribute to the reduction of the CO2 emission, which
was decided by the European Parliament [8]. In this paper we
present a Wireless Sensor Network gateway architecture with
focus on low cost hardware and low power functions.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces
the gateway design idea and names some similar works on
this topic. Section III describes the eZ430 Development kit
we used for developing the gateway and in Section IV the
gateway architecture is explained in detail, followed by an
application example in Section V. Section VI shows the power
consumption of the gateway and finally, Section VII concludes
this paper.
II. M OTIVATION AND R ELATED W ORK
Smart devices like smart fridges, smart washing machines,
automatic controllable heating systems, window shutters and
switchable outlets, controlled by a radio control unit, are
integrated in modern households. Several solutions for home
automation systems like RWE Smart Home [9], Telekom Smart
Home system [10] or HomeMatic [11] are offered in the market but each manufacturer develops their own closed system
with a special communication protocol and gateway device.
Additionally, the systems often are not power optimized and
need an additional power supply. Besides the named Smart
Home systems, the Startup Codeatelier first followed the same
approach as we, but they do not describe how they couple
the USB-Stick with the router [12]. In this paper, we show
how simple a router could be expand by an USB gateway to
get WSN functionality at the home network and connect them
to the IoT. There are existing several gateway architectures
in literature as named in the following. In [13] the authors
describe the design and implementation of an embedded Linux
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gateway for monitoring smart home health system data. A
flexible gateway with different communication interfaces is
presented in [14]. The gateway architecture modules are replaceable depending on the application running at the system.
Further gateway architectures and systems are presented in [15]
and [16]. Another interesting approach show the authors in
[17] by using a Smartphone as a (mobile) gateway. Combined
with an Arduino hardware board the Smartphone receives data
from sensors and transmits data to the Internet. However, this
approach needs an extra hardware like the Arduino board, with
extra power supply, for connecting sensors and transmitting
data to the Smartphone.
In contrast to the referred works above, we present a
gateway architecture without extra power supply by integrating
the gateway in the existing home network infrastructure. Almost every household uses a router with an USB-Port, which
provides USB devices like printers and external hard disks in
the network. We exploit this feature to connect a USB-Stick
as gateway for a home automation system via the USB-Port
of the router with the home network. Through the usage of
low cost hardware and free available software we present a
low cost and very easy to use sensor network gateway. The
most similar approach to our one is presented in [18]. The
authors also develop a gateway, which communicates over the
USB-Interface with an USB-Host like a PC or RaspberryPi to
monitoring data from a WSN. Different USB communication
classes are possible and they tested the system with the
Virtual Serial Port and Ethernet Emulation classes. These USB
communication classes need a system driver on the host which
means that the usage is restricted on devices with driver
support. In our system the USB Mass Storage class, which
needs only a standard driver provided by all USB host devices,
is used. Therefore, it is possible to connect our gateway to
any host device without needing a driver. On this basis it is
possible to expand existing network devices like routers in
the home network so that they operate as the interface to the
IoT as described in this paper. We combine different known
technologies to design a gateway, which emulates a file system
and communicates over the USB port of a router with the
network.
III. E Z430-C HRONOS DEVELOPMENT KIT
The eZ430-Chronos kit is a development kit from Texas
Instruments including a programmable watch, an access point
with radio module and a programming interface as shown
in Figure 1. The kit is available for the following different
ISM/SRD-Band frequencies: 915 MHz (America), 433 MHz
(worldwide usable) and 868 MHz (Europe and India). The
microcontroller in the watch case is a CC430F6137 with
integrated sub-1GHz wireless radio module based on the
CC1101. The eZ430 consists of a 96-segment LCD Display,
a pressure sensor, three-axis accelerometer, temperature and
battery voltage sensor. Additionally, a heart rate monitor can
be connected, communicating over the BlueRobin protocol
[19]. The Access point (middle usb device in Figure 1) is an
USB-based microcontroller and consists of a MSP430F5509
microcontroller and a CC1101 radio module for communication with the watch [20]. There are two different access
points available. We use the newer release of the eZ430
Chronos kit with the white access point. The older eZ430
Chronos kit with black access point contains an CC1111 radio
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Figure 1. Texas Instruments eZ430 Chronos - Development Kit

TABLE I. MSP430F5509 OPERATING MODES AND POWER
CONSUMPTION [21]
Operating mode
AM
LPM 3

LPM 4

LPM 4.5

Description
All clocks active
Standby mode - CPU, MCLK,
FLL loop control, DCOCLK,
DCO’s generator disabled
CPU, MCLK, ACLK, FLL
loop control, DCOCLK,
DCO dc generator disabled,
Crystal oscillator is stopped,
Complete data retention
Internal regulator disabled,
No data retention

power consumption
115 - 195 µA/MHz
1.4 - 2.1 µA

1.1 µA

0.18 µA

module. The MSP430F5509 is an ultra-low-power 16-bit RISC
CPU with USB interface, 24 KB flash memory and 6 KB
RAM. The supply voltage is between 1.8 to 3.6 VCC. It
supports one active (AM) and 6 low power (LPM0 - LPM4.5)
operating modes. Table I shows power consumption according
to interesting operating modes [21]. Due to the characteristics
like low power (our application mainly runs in LPM 3), low
costs and the free availability of hard- and software, we use
this kit in our system. For developing a gateway for home
automation systems we only need the access point of the kit.
IV. G ATEWAY A RCHITECTURE
In our work we create a low power gateway for home
automation. This gateway should be integrated in existing network infrastructure to save energy and costs. To realize this, we
designed the architecture shown in Figure 2. The access point
described above was programmed as a gateway and coupled
with a FRITZ!Box router. The gateway communicates over the
USB interface with the router by emulating a file system and is
mounted as USB flash device in the integrated NAS-System.
At the other side the gateway is able to communicate over
the radio module with different devices at home to monitor
sensor data or control them. The FRITZ!Box router supports
data access over FTP, HTTP and the Server Message Block
(SMB) protocol, so it is possible to request data by different
clients. The router is also able to make the data available
through the Internet by registering the FRITZ!Box router at
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gateway is zero and the operating system cannot write index
or temp data on sectors. Therefore, the FRITZ!Box do not set
the mounted flash drive as write-protected and it is possible to
exchange data between gateway and router via the file system.

Figure 2. System architecture

the AVM domain service. In our scenario we implemented an
Android application which uses the SMB protocol to request
data. Additionally it is possible to set up a VPN (Virtual private
network) connection between the FRITZ!Box router and the
Android client, so we communicate over a secure channel from
outside the home network.
A. USB Mass Storage Class (MSC)
The MSC is one of the USB device classes, which are
defined for the communication between an USB-Device and an
USB-Host. The device classes summarize devices with similar
functions to standardize the communication interface. Each
host provides a standard driver for each defined USB device
class and so also for MSC devices. The MSC profile provides
an interface for reading and writing file systems [22] [23].
Texas Instruments provides an example code package for
training and testing with the different USB communication
classes for free. This package is available for Windows, Linux
and MAC systems and can be downloaded at [24]. The package
demonstrates the USB-Development with MSP430 devices
and provides the USB communication device class (CDC),
human interface device (HID) and mass storage class (MSC).
We used the included example for file system emulation
M1_FileSystemEmulation and make some changes for
our scenario. Some hardware settings were adjusted to the
MSP430F5509 of the access point. The emulated file system
in the example with a size of 83456 byte is too big for the
available hardware. As described in Section III the access point
only has a flash memory of 24 KB. Approx. 18 KB is needed
for the program code, so we changed the emulated file system
size to 4 KB by creating an FAT12 file system with 7 sectors,
whereas each sector has a size of 512 byte. A FAT12 file
system normally consists of 2 file allocation tables (FATs),
but due to the limited flash memory size we set the value for
provided FATs in the BIOS Parameter Block (BPB) to 1. The
first three sectors are used by the FAT12 file system, sector 4
includes the ”data log.txt” file and the remaining sectors are
free at the beginning. By connecting the gateway to a host, the
free available space will be used by the operating system. At
the FRITZ!Box router this makes some trouble for the reason
that the FRITZ!Box router indexing the files and overrides the
flash memory at the gateway. In addition, the FRITZ!Box sets
the mounted flash drive as write-protected, so it is impossible
to exchange data with the gateway. To avoid this situation we
create one file for each sector so the free available space at the
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B. Communication
There are two communication ways implemented as shown
in Figure 3. At the first one the client writes data via the
SMB protocol over the network into the file ”data log.txt”
mounted at the router NAS for controlling smart devices at
home network. The gateway reads the flash memory area
for this file every 2 seconds, controlled by a timer, and
read out the command codes. Independent on these codes it
controls the smart devices by transmitting a radio sequence.
The communication in the opposite direction is based on the
smart devices. The smart devices like power outlets send data

Figure 3. Gateway details

via radio sequence to the gateway. Subsequently the gateway
software transforms the measurement in a human-readable
value and writes this value into the flash memory area of a file.
On the reason that the USB protocol is host driven the router as
host takes no note of the changed file. The host caches the data
read at USB plug in for the reason the host does not expect
changes. A reset triggered through the Watchdog timer of the
gateway forces the host to re-read the file system. In the case
of using the FRITZ!Box router the remount of the USB flash
drive has a duration time of ∼ 10 seconds. After this time the
files are available again. To realize the radio communication
between the gateway and the smart devices we integrate parts
of the radio code from the original access point code example
into the emulated file system example.
V. A PPLICATION E XAMPLE
We test the low power gateway and the architecture described above in a small test environment. At this a little
smart home environment with a switchable power outlet and 7
window shutters is used as proof of concept scenario. The
switchable power outlet is a FS20 ST-4 with a Breaking
capacity of 16 A at 230 V and a built-in timer to switch devices
on or off depending on time [25]. The FS20 RSU-2 window
shutters are flush-mounted sockets also with a built-in timer for
time-depending operations [26]. The devices are controllable
through the FS20 protocol via radio at the 868 MHz SRD
band. This protocol is only used as example to demonstrate
the low power gateway. In the following the FS20 system is
described and the example application is presented.
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A. FS20 System
The FS20 system is a smart home radio control system with
many different devices in the home automation sector [27]. The
system is distributed by the companies Conrad Electronics and
ELV, which is the copyright holder of the FS20 protocol and
devices. There are controllable devices like switchable power
outlets, electric window shutters, rain sensors, temperature
sensors, etc. These devices are controllable via transmitters
like radio remote control or gateway devices. The receivers
can be integrated in the home automation system through
the following described addressing scheme. It consists of 4
different address types and a home code. Each remote control
or gateway has its own home code address with a length of
8 digits, so it is possible to run more radio systems side by
side in the same environment. The receivers are addressable
with up to 4 addresses with a length of 4 digits, one for each
address type. There are 225 single, 15 function group, 15 local
master addresses and 1 global master address. With function
group addresses it is possible to control several receivers of
the same kind with one command. The local master address
forms spatial groups, e.g., to switch all devices in one room
on or off by sending one command. The global master address
also forms one group with several receivers, e.g., all devices in
a house [26]. The FS20 communication protocol operates at a

of the devices and the access to the file system at the gateway
is encapsulated through an Android application. The Android
client is connected to the FRITZ!Box router via home network
or over the Internet as described above. Each smart device
is controllable through one button, which switches the power
outlet on or off or pulls up and down the window shutters.
The client application saves the commands of the buttons in
the ”data log.txt” file, which are not visible for the user. We
TABLE III. CC1101 MAIN SETTINGS
Register

Value

Description

MCSM0

0x18

PKTLEN

0x23

PKTCTRL0

0x04

XOSC-Timeout 149-155µs,
calibration at IDLE to TX
Packet length: 35 Bytes
Fixed packet length modus,
CRC calculation disabled,
data-whitening disabled

FREQ2
FREQ1
FREQ0
MDMCFG4
MDMCFG3

0x21
0x65
0xE8
0x87
0x93

MDMCFG2

0x30

AGCCTRL2

0x43

FREND0

0x11

TABLE II. FS20 COMMAND CODES [26]
FS20 command

Description

0x00
0x01
0x02
...
0x0f
0x10
0x11
0x12
0x13
0x14
0x15
0x18
0x19
0x1a

device off
device on, 6.25% brightness level 1
device on, 12.5% brightness level 2
...
device on, 93,75% brightness level 16 (max)
device on
device on, set to last brightness level
toggle between off and on with last brightness level
dim up to the next brightness level
dim down the brightness level
changing between dim up and down
device off, depending on timer
device on, depending on timer
device on, last brightness level, depending on timer

frequency of 868.35 MHz and uses the amplitude modulation
[25]. Table II shows some different commands for controlling
smart FS20 devices as described in [26]. According to the
device type some commands have different effects. At window
shutters all commands for dimming up and for switching on are
used to switch the device on and run them up. All commands
for dimming down and for switching off are used to run the
windows shutters down and switch them off. The commands
can be expand by an extension byte. With this one it is possible
to control the devices depending on time settings as described
in [26]. A more detailed protocol description can be found at
web.
B. Proof of concept application
For the proof of concept application, the access point of
the eZ430 Chronos additionally was configured for FS20 data
transmission. The main settings for the CC1101 radio module
is listed in table III. For each device we create a control frame,
for example to switch the power outlet on or off. The control
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Frequency: 868,35 MHz
Data rate:
5.00107 kBaud ∼ 5 kBaud
Preamble disabled,
Synchronization word disabled,
Amplitude modulation
Highest DVGA-asset can not be used
Amplitude modulation:
Setting for transmitting
a 1 in PATABLE(1)

use 1 Byte for each command as described in table IV. After
these 18 bytes there are 6 more bytes available. For example
these could be used for pulling up and down the window
shutters at set times, for time synchronization between gateway
and USB-Host or for additional devices. The values saved at
”data log.txt” are checked periodically by a timer. Every two
seconds the gateway checks if the values at the flash memory
of the ”data log.txt” are changed. According to the changes
the gateway triggers the equivalent action and transmits the
control frame for the command via the radio module to the
device. The command structure could be optimized by using
TABLE IV. APPLICATION CONTROL COMMANDS
Position in ”data log.txt”
Byte 1 / Byte
Byte 3 / Byte
...
Byte 15 / Byte
Byte 17 / Byte

2
4
16
18

Operation when Byte changed
Pulls up/down all window shutters
Pull up/down window shutter 1
...
Pull up/down window shutter 7
Turn power outlet on/off

just one bit for one command or by using XML-files. Further
protocol extensions are possible to support different devices,
communicating via other protocols, e.g., z-Wave [28]. Through
the separation of control and data flow efficient low power
energy monitoring is possible. As described above the gateway
is able to write received data from radio devices into the flash
memory. Received energy values from energy analyzers can be
saved in a second file on the emulated file system and read out
via the MSC Profile from the host respectively the Smartphone
application.
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VI. P OWER CONSUMPTION
The MSP430F5509 microcontroller and the CC1101 radio
module are low power devices as described above. In the
following, we show typical current consumption values for
the used hardware. Based on these values we show the power
consumption of our developed gateway. The total amount
of power consumption consists of the consumption of the
MSP430F5509, depending on clock frequency and power
mode, and the consumption of the radio module, depending
on radio power output and operation mode. As shown in table
TABLE V. POWER CONSUMPTION MSP430F5509
Clock
Frequency
8 MHz
16 MHz
25 MHz
LPM3

1.8 V
Min / Max mW

3.0 V
Min / Max mW

3.6 V
Min / Max mW

1.66
3.31
5.18
0.0025

2.76 / 4.68
5.52 / 9.36
8.63 / 14.63
0.0042 / 0.0063

3.31 / 5.62
6.62 / 11.23
10.35 / 17.55
0.005 / 0.0076

/
/
/
/

2.81
5.62
8.78
0.0038

I the current consumption of the MSP430F5509 in active mode
is between 115 and 195 µA/MHz, and in LPM3 mode between
1.4 and 2.1 µA. Depending on these values, table V shows
the power consumption at different supply voltage levels and
clock frequencies for the active operation mode and LPM3.
The maximum power consumption with frequency of 25 MHz
and a supply voltage of 3.6 is 17.55 mW and in LPM3 mode
the maximum value is 0.0076 mW. For the CC1101 radio
TABLE VI. POWER CONSUMPTION CC1101
Supply Voltage

IDLE

TX

RX

1.8 V
3.0 V
3.6 V

3.06 mW
5.1 mW
6.12 mW

54 mW
90 mW
108 mW

27 mW
45 mW
54 mW

module we consider the current consumption in IDLE State,
receiving (RX) and transmitting (TX) mode. In IDLE state the
radio module needs 1.7 mA, in RX mode 15 mA, in TX mode
30 mA (SLEEP state with 0.2 µA is negligible) [29]. Table
VI shows the power consumption for these modes, depending
on the different supply voltage levels. The maximum values
are 6.12 mW for IDLE state, 108 mW for TX and 54 mW
for RX mode. Due to the fact, that the application is in IDLE
state most of the time, the total amount of power consumption
of our system is approx. 17.55mW + 6.12mW = 23.67mW .
Depending on the frequency of sending commands, the power
consumption for TX mode must be added. In our example
application we mainly use window shutters. In a household
the persons typically run up the window shutters at morning
and run them down at evening. Under this assumption the
TX mode is entered twice at a day for some microseconds.
With regard to the statutory duty cycle, which limits time
the gateway can transmit at 868 MHz band (1% transmitting
time in 1 hour), the power consumption results as follows.
A transmitter can only transmit data at 868 MHz band for
0.01 h in 1 h, so the maximum power consumption for
RX in this time is 108 · 10−3 W · 0.01h = 0.00108W h.
Additionally with the 23.67 · 10−3 W h from above we get a
power consumption of 0.02475 Wh for our gateway. These
values could be reduced by using a lower supply voltage as
described in the tables or by using a lower radio output power
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level. However, in comparison with the power consumption of
the FRITZ!Box router the values of the gateway are negligible.
The FRITZ!Box router has an average power consumption of
9.3 Wh and a maximum of 27 Wh [30]. As described in the
router manual, the average power consumption was determined
with an active DSL connection, active WLAN, active DECT
with one connected phone and one connected LAN device
without data transfer.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a low power and low cost
sensor network gateway, which could be integrated in existing
network infrastructures at home. Due to the fact that the
gateway is just a little USB-Stick and it communicates over
the USB-MSC Profile with a router, we present a gateway,
which needs no extra power supply. The power consumption
of the gateway is just approx. 0.3 % of the power consumption
of the router. Therefore, the consumption of the gateway is
negligible. The application example shows the easy use of the
system and further applications like monitoring of sensor data
or controlling washing machines or alarm systems are possible.
The gateway is also useable in the industry by energy service
providers to read out power and water consumption over the
internet or by utility companies to monitoring the power grid.
The next steps are the optimization of the command structure,
implementing a flexible application for different smart devices
with different protocol stacks and analyzing performance parameters and the possible amount of concurrently supported
sensors in the system.
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